
 

 



 

Simat Telecom offers robust and reliable video surveillance products designed to meet the current and 
future needs of security professionals…  

 

KNOW US 

SIMAT TELECOM - Trusted security Solution to the Saudi Market - Since 2009 

Simat Telecom is a total solutions provider capable of satisfying a wide range of 
applications from its broad product portfolio CCTV (HDCVI Technology), IP 
Camera, Access Control, Door Entry, Intruder detection and High Quality Cat6, 
RG6 Cables (Own Brand – Star Link) 
 
Intelligent and quality products will give you strongest security for Business and 
Home. Also you can keep an eye on it without any interference. Our continuously 
expanding range of security products contain a variety of intelligent features, 
many of which can be seamlessly integrated to create a complete ,reliable, and 
cost effective security systems. 
 
Managing and Deploying the Security products are challenging one, using our 
Support you can make it easy as plucking flower from a garden. We have 24*7 
hour support team for you. Well experienced staff are back born of any business. 
We are Happy to help you any time. You can reach us without hesitation.   
 
Advanced technology for secured living. Using advanced HDCVI 3.0 Technology 
you will get intelligent security in low price with High quality. New Dahua Access 
control systems made easy to install and configure like conventional systems it 
has no complicated systems. Dahua’s Technology and Simat Telecom’s Quality 
service will give you strong security.  
 
Total solution for video surveillance. Dahua Vision Technology co. LTD is a 
professional manufacturer in the security and surveillance field. Over the past 20 
years’ development, Dahua technology has been fully experienced in research 
and design of cutting edge technology surveillance equipment. Both Hardware 
and Software are modular-designed with flexibility for different configurations, 
various scales of applications and future expansion.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

WE ARE  PRESENTING  

 
 
Simat Delivers most advanced technology to your door steps. We have extensive research group 
to discover new advanced products from existing market. 

 
 
 

DAHUA – POWERED BY SIMAT 
 
We are the main Dealer of Dahua in Saudi Arabia, providing latest HDCVI 
technology in CCTV. Dahua Introduced HDCVI system that meets very cost 
effective with highest quality product. 
 
Main advantage of Dahua is easy to connect and analyze the result. The 
meaning of Plug and play.   
 
Dahua’s products are widely used in many fields, such as banking, public 
security, energy infrastructure, telecommunication, intelligent-building, and 
intelligent-transportation. Many significant projects have been installed with 
Dahua’s solutions including: Lulu mall in Oman, Luxury hotel in Italy, Peruvian LAN 
airline, APEC in China and Safe city in Brazil as well as many others. 

HDCVI CAMERA 

From wide variety of our HDCVI camera you can select easily that suits your 
purpose. Starting range from 1MP to 3MP and also you will get 1080P and 720P 
Real-time recording. Long distance transmission using coaxial cable RG6/U: 720P 
with 1200m, 1080P with 800m. On UTP cable 720P with 450m and 1080P with 
300m 

 

HDCVI-HCVR  

New Technology Quadri-brid HCVR can connect multiple format camera like 
HDCVI, AHD, IP and CVBS FULL. No need to worry about updating existing 
network or DVR. Dahua gives you best quality multi technology compactible 
HCVR. Easily update existing infrastructure no need to change your camera or 
coaxial cabling just switch the device. Dahua made security easy.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

IP SOLUTIONS 

 

NVR 

Configuration made easy with Dahua. Use Dahua NVR get high quality images 
that you have never before. Get 4K images and explore the surveillance world 
with new possibilities. Long range of IPC Support ARECONT VISION, AXIS, BOSCH, 
BRICKOM, CANON, CNB, CP PLUS, DYNACOLOR, HONEYWELL, PANASONIC, PELCO, SAMSUNG, 
SANYO, SHANY, SONY, SURVEON, TYCO, VIDEOSEC, VIVOTEK, ONVIF, ZAVIO, RIVA, SCSI. 

 

IP CAMERA 

Now you can connect camera via P2P without having any NVR or PC support. 
Our new IP Camera can connect directly to your mobile or PC from anywhere. 
We have very easy scan connect procedure in P2P.  

More security for defense. Now advanced Smart thermal camera available with 
us. By using thermal camera you can easily secure highly sensitive areas.  

HOME WI-FI – Never far from your Home. 

Don’t worry about your home we take care of it. By using home wifi products 
you can interact with your home 24*7 without any interruption. Our Home wifi 
camera equipped with two communication system. You can interact with your 
family real time. You’ll never miss your family again. We value relationships. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACCESS CONTROL 

 

DAHUA  

One of the best security company now providing centralized and stand-alone 
control system. Remote controlling and surveillance through mobile app. Easy to 
install easy to configure like other Dahua Product. 

Smart locks are the advanced locking system for villa/home doors. It is 
equipped with finger print, smart card and mobile app control. It is very highly 
advanced and secured product. Designed to suit your status. 

 

 

AILIF 

Largest security module supplier in Asian continental. Main products are Infrared 
alarm systems, Fire alarm systems. The main components are adopted with Sony, 
Philips, TI and other top world brands. 

 

 Gas Sensor 
 Infrared Sensor  
 Photoelectric sensor 
 Alarm 
 Alarm & Security system accessories 
 Probe, Sensor 

 

XCORE – made in Taiwan 

Add audio to DVR with high sensitive Xcore mic. This audio system can be 
added to any surveillance system with audio. The microphone is stand alone as 
it does not rely on the power source from a security camera. Installation of this 
microphone is very simple by using RG6 cable (use with BNC) and adaptor for 
power supply. With this mic you can cover up more 2 meter radius with effective 
sound capturing.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

STAR LINK 
 
One of the leading cable manufacturer in Saudi Arabia made by Taiwan. 
Provides high quality RG6 and Cat6 cables that meets all the standards. By using 
Star link cable you can connect the CCTV camera more than 800meter without 
any amplification. Giving 100% customer satisfaction made us number one in 
KSA market.  
 
 
 YLI 

YLI Electronic is one of the most professional electric locks manufacturers in Asia. 
Covering an area of 6,000 square meters, the company has 150 staffs with 12 
years’ experience in the industry of electric locks. 

AEI PROTECT ON SYSTEMS LIMITED  

Is a Hong Kong Based company and has been specialized in development, 
manufacturing and marketing of high quality Security Systems since 1979. 

Manufacturing of security systems is our major business. The product lines include 
Digital Access Control Keypads, Intruder & Burglar Alarm Control Panels, Security 
Auto Dialers, Electric Door Locks, PIR Motion Sensors and Alarm Accessories. They 
are under the brand names of APO or AEI. 

 

ELEKTRAMAR 

ThruScan® Metal Detectors" have been announced "The Best Deal" at the 
leading Middle East Security Exhibition INTERSEC in Dubai-UAE. The ThruScan® 
Metal Detectors has gained a very good Worldwide Reputation and Impressive 
References with its high quality and up to date technical features. With our OEM 
production some of the World's famous Metal Detector Distributors in EUROPE, 
our products are being sold worldwide. Our productions are in Conformity with 
NILECJ 0601 American Standards, Complies to CE Norms and being produced 
under ISO 9001:2008 QMS procedures.Impressive Walk-Through Metal Detector 
References worldwide like Various British Consulates, Japanese Consulates, 
Turkish, Russian and Bulgarian Consulates, Prime Ministries of Turkey, India, 
Singapore and Bulgaria, Ministry of Home Affairs of Bulgaria, Jailhouses in Israel, 
Poland, UAE and Macedonia, Airport authority of Frankfurt, Queen Alia-Jordan, 
Karachi-Pakistan, Erbil-Iraq, Turkish Presidential Residence, Pakistan and Moldova 
Presidential Residences, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Defense and various 
Military Bases in Turkey. Please be so kind to request our Reference List. 

 

 

 



 

CAMERA HOUSING & BRACKET 

For continuous stable security fix camera with high quality HOUSING & BRACKET. 
Don’t need to worry about rust, our products are made with weather proof 
heavy duty aluminum. Compatible with most of the CCTV camera available in 
our market.  

 Rain and dust proof. 
 Durable and cheap 
 Blower and wiper available in specialized models 
 Adjustable Mounting  
 Wall mount bracket 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WHAT WE CAN DO 

 
 

Here is the services and Solutions. 
 

 CCTV Systems (Game changing HDCVI Technology) 
 Access Control  
 Tim & Attendance system 
 Intrusion/Alarm systems  
 Cat6 & RG6 
 Parking assistance system 
 Video intercom systems (Wireless systems also available) 
 

 
 
 
Services: 
 

 Consulting ( Requirement analysis, Plan, Design and 
Implementation) 

 System Support (On call, on site and Remote) 
 Training (CCTV, Security Systems, Operations and 
Management) 

 
 


